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Craig Cywarch Mini Guide 

Introduction 

Craig Cywarch encapsulates everything that is 

good about climbing in Mid Wales.  It’s wild, it’s 

rugged, it takes place in beautiful surroundings and best of all, it’s 

quiet; in all likelihood you’ll be the only climbers on the crag.  In all 

the crags cover almost 2 ½ kilometres of a variety of buttresses with 

the longest routes over 120 meters which are found at the northern 

end where the two classics in Doom and Acheron are located.   All 

you have to do is wait for some nice sunny weather and then get 

out there!  

The igneous rock is not all sound so be wary but protection 

is on the whole good.  It is suggested though to carry extra 

smaller wires in sizes up to No 6, with a set of off-sets and 

the usual hexes and cams. 

At present the effort to clean routes will be concentrated on 

5 buttresses; Tap Mawr, Tap y Graig, Esgair Felen Isaf,  NNE 

Tower and Craig Llywelyn, This will produce 18 routes plus 

another 3 which are variations, in a range from Mod to E2.  

At this time there are 10 routes which are climbable and the 3 variations. 

Some bouldering has also been established on the boulders by Bryn Hafod.  

The latest version will be posted on the Mountain Clubs website: www.themountainclubstafford.co.uk/  and is free to download, but please make a 

donation to either the local Air Ambulance or Mountain Rescue.    

  

 

https://www.themountainclubstafford.co.uk/_files/ugd/005e87_c6b52fa0d26a4cc1b1f3fe4a9e1bb741.pdf
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 Approach: 

You must only leave your car in the National Park Car Park (red dot) where there is an Air Ambulance contribution box.  Dogs must be kept on a lead at all times.    

After parking car, walk back onto road and turn left.  After about 50 metres a kissing gate and metal 5 bar gate will be on the right. Go through either and follow the 

rough track with stream on your right.  After approx 100 metres turn left, then just before wall (entrance to farm), turn right through another 5 bar metal gate.  Just 

after rejoining main track and another gate(often left open) there is a stile on the left, climb over this and carry on up the path passing a tree on either side, after 

another 200m there’s a slight path on left (cairn), take this following further cairns to: 

1. Esgair Felen Isaf will be straight in front of you.  

2. For Tap y Graig, carry on beneath Esgair Felen Isaf, then midway between the plantations 

at 3 trees take the scree path to beneath the buttress, turn left for the Sweet Baby James area or 

right for the routes that start from Will o’the Wisp. 

3. For Tap Mawr carry further on and after crossing a deep gully you will find more fallen 

trees, follow a faint path upwards until emerging onto a boulder field, head up and right then back 

left towards the rock pinnacle of the Old Man of Cywarch.  Or from Tap y Graig follow path on 

right, looking out, down deep gully and emerging the other side where the Old Man of Cywarch 

will be in front of you.  Access to the main wall is by going behind the pinnacle. 

4. For NNE Towers  before reaching Esgair Felen Isaf follow (cairn) a steep zig-zag path and 

scree/ boulders to underneath the main crag by a cairn.  The Tower will be on your right. 

5. For Craig Llywelyn  follow steep zig-zag path as for NNE Towers but carry on along the 

boulder path to the start of the routes, or follow main path further uphill bearing left (cairn) just 

before you reach the new bridge and follow this and a scree slope/boulder field towards the crag. 

6. The paths to Sawdl y Craig and Tap y Gigfran have not been re-established yet. 

7. Some Bouldering routes have been established on the boulders next to the Bryn Hafod. 
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A view of Craig Cywarch with the navigable paths overlaid and the buttresses indicated that have climbable routes on. 

From left to right: 

Tap Mawr 

Tap y Graig 

Esgair Felen Isaf 

NNE Towers 

Craig Llywelyn 

 

 

Bryn Hafod, which can be seen below 

the crag, can be rented to clubs and 

other organisations. Further info can 

be found at: 

www.themountainclubstafford.co.uk/ 

  

https://www.themountainclubstafford.co.uk/_files/ugd/005e87_c6b52fa0d26a4cc1b1f3fe4a9e1bb741.pdf
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Routes that are climbable at present are: 

Will o’ the Wisp HVD*** Tap y Graig  
Sweet Baby James HVS 5a** Tap y Graig  
Mud Slide Slim VS 4c* Tap y Graig  
Bluebell Babylon VS 4b** Tap y Graig  
Doom VS 4c*** Craig Llywelyn  
Acheron HVS 5a** Craig Llywelyn 1st pitch needs some cleaning.   Or start up P1 of Doom then traverse across. 
First Anniversary Mod* Esgair Felen Isaf  
Restoration  S 4a* Esgair Felen Isaf  
Twink HVD** Esgair Felen Isaf  
South Face Crack HS 4b NNE Towers  Provisional grading 
    
Variations:    
Reconnection Diff Esgair Felen Isaf  
Retwink HVD  Esgair Felen Isaf  
Twinker S4a Esgair Felen Isaf  
 

Routes due to be cleaned: 

Oread VS 4b Tap y Graig  
A Touch of Class VD Tap y Graig  
Bundu VS 4b NNE Towers  
Wig Walk VS 4b NNE Towers  
Short Circuit VS 4b Tap Mawr  
Scrouge HVS 5a Tap Mawr  
The Graveyard E1 5c Tap Mawr  
The Overlap E2 5c Tap Mawr  

 

  

Note: 

Throughout this guide anything in red 

text requires confirmation or 

clarification of its accuracy, i.e. the 

route may not be climbable as yet.   As 

they are confirmed they will be 

updated.  The latest version will be 

stored on The Mountain Club’s 

website: 

www.themountainclubstafford.co.uk/ 

 

https://www.themountainclubstafford.co.uk/_files/ugd/005e87_c6b52fa0d26a4cc1b1f3fe4a9e1bb741.pdf
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Esgair Felen Isaf  (Lower Tier) 
A rather vegetated buttress, but its easy angle and low position on the hillside makes it an ideal 

beginner’s crag.  The buttress is passed on the main approach to Tap y Graig and Tap Mawr and 

is 20mins from car park. 

Descent 

The descent is via a steep path to the left looking out. 

First Anniversary - Mod 

27m, 2 pitches. 

Either start at the lowest point of the rib or 2 meters right (blue dots) at a small corner. 

1)  9m.  Follow the rib as it makes the crescent shape to a belay at about 9m on a scooped 

ledge.   

2)  18m.  Go straight up on over many small ledges with minimal protection until a big grassy 

ledge with a flat boulder as belay anchor.   
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Restoration -  S 4a (Blue) 

48m, 2 Pitches. 

1) 24m.    Easy slabs lead to the foot of the rib. 

Climb this then move right into recess to belay. 

2) 24m.   4a. Climb the corner onto the top of big 

block awkwardly and ascend slab to a vegetated ledge.  

Walk up the earth ramp to the left and up to the 

inverted V-chimney; take this direct to a slab above.  

Step right and climb a short steep wall on good holds to 

another slab and then on to the top. 

 

Twink – HVD **(Pink) 

The best route on this buttress. 

40m, 2 Pitches. 

1) 24m.  Climb/scramble up easy slabs to a spike.  

Carry on up slabs to a wide ledge with a boulder and nut 

belay. 

2) 16m.  Move left and ascend slab over ledges and 

a short groove to the top of 1st Anniversary.  Then lastly a 

thin crack and easier ground to the top. 

 

For both of these routes there is a belay stake on the right of path and a nut slot up and to the left.  

The yellow route is 1st Anniversary, see previous page. 
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Variations: 

Reconnection  -  Diff  

48m, 3 Pitches. 

This is a combination of Restoration and 1st Anniversary.   

1) 25m.  As for Restoration, but then drop down and traverse rightwards under big block and belay. 

2) 8m.  Climb the corner step left and move up groove up to ledge. As for belay on Twink. 

3) 15m.  Move right along ledge and ascend pitch 2 of 1st Anniversary.  

 

Retwink  - HVD  

This is pitch 1 of Restoration and pitch 2 of Twink. 

 

 

Twinker  - S4a  

This is the opposite of the above route.  

  

Needs new pic! 
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Tap Mawr 
Access to Tap Mawr is gained from across the gully from Tap y Graig or up through the woods onto the boulder field towards the pinnacle of the Old Man of Cywarch.  

From car park 40-50 mins 

The pinnacle has a few short routes up to 8m in the range Diff to VS, they just needs a bit of a clean.  

Access to the main wall is behind the pinnacle. 

It may be possible to ascend via the red dashes to enable cleaning of the routes on the next page. 
 

 

  

Old Man of Cywarch 
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All these routes need to be checked.  There is a possibility that there is an anchor suitable to abseil from!  

 

Colour Name Grade Pitches  

Pink Short Circuit VS 4b* 1 P2 may be possible! 

Blue The Graveyard HVS 5a 1  

Yellow Scourge E1 5c* 1  

Red The Overlap E3 5c** 1  

 

1) Short Circuit  VS 4b* 

26m. Start 5m right of huge block with tree growing from 

it.  Climb the wall, on good incuts trending left to a light 

coloured ramp. And follow this left and go up to a short corner. 

Move right above the corner and climb a short wall to a large 

dead tree. P2 not inc’yet. 

 

2) The Graveyard   HVS 5a 

26m. Starting at the crack, ascend easily to the first bulge; 

then go awkwardly over this to a resting position beneath the 

second bulge.  Climb this (crux) to a small ledge and an easier 

angled section; continue following the vague crack line to 

vegetation and trees. 

 

3) Scrouge   E1 5c* 

34m. Start at the crack climbing to a niche and a short 

overhanging corner.  Continue up the overhanging crack (peg 

runner!!) to a sloping ledge. Go up and right to the ledge as for The Overlap. 
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4) The Overlap  E2 5c**  

34m. The obvious overlap trending left. A powerful line and a Tap Mawr classic.  Climb the corner to a horizontal flake crack in the overlap.  

Traverse left and move up to gain another overlap and traverse left again to a good foothold below a crack.  Climb straight up on good holds to a bulge, 

pull over it on the right and climb the wall above. Move out right above the last roof to a ledge. (nut belay). 

 

Special thanks to Steve Culverhouse. 

 

Tap y Graig 
The most obvious feature is a gully running diagonally up from right to left which forms the right side of a triangle of the cleanest rock.  There are 6 routes on this 

buttress and all being over 60 meters and on good rock.  From the car park it’s 30-45 mins. 

 

Descent 

From the top descend via the large gully to the rear of the buttress.  Around halfway down you’ll reach a fork, take the left hand fork.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colour Name Grade Pitches  

Blue Sweet Baby James HVS 5a** 2  

Green Mud Slide Slim VS 4c* 3  

Light Blue Oread VS 4b 4 Not yet cleaned 

Yellow Bluebell Babylon VS 4b** 4  

Red Will O’the Wisp HVD *** 6  

Pink/Yellow A Touch of Class VD 7 Not yet cleaned 
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Sweet Baby James - HVS 5a** 

58m, 2 pitch. 

A delicate slab climb taking the overlap on the left of the triangular overhang.   

1) 40m 5a. Climb a faint groove beneath the large roof, trending left to 

bypass some bulges, until beneath the main slab. Climb this past crucial cams 

to an overlap and step left to a ledge. Step up and traverse thoughtfully back 

right to the edge of the buttress to a large hold.  Continue delicately up to an 

overlap; then go left via a ramp into a corner.  Climb a groove more easily and 

belay at the massive block to the left of the Will o’the Wisp tree belay.   

2) As for pitch 6 of Will o’the Wisp. 

 

Mud Slide Slim - VS 4c* 

63m, 3 pitches. 

Start as for Sweet Baby James.  

1. 18m.  4c.  Climb the ramp to a steeper section, moving right and go 

up to the overhang.  Traversing right to the arête and move easily right to a 

small ledge (nut and sling belay). 

2. 21m.  4a.  Move back left; then go diagonally left and climb the arête 

to an overlap.  Pull over on good holds to a slab and go up to a stance on Will 

o’the Wisp beneath a steep wall.  Bold! 

3. 24m.  4a.  Climb the steep wall to a large tree; the wall above leads to 

easily to the top. This is as Will o’the Wisp. 
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Oread - VS 4b  

90m, 4 pitches. 

Start 6 meters down from and to the right of the large triangular overhang. 

1) 15m.  4b.  Climb the corner to a ledge below a small overhang. Take the overhang by an awkward wide crack; then climb a slab to a small stance. 

2) 23m.  4b.  Traverse easily right to a spike after 5 meters. Climb the wall above 

the spike for 3 meters; then traverse delicately right and climb a grove to a ledge. 

3) 15m.  4a.  Move up and left to an obvious break in the steep wall. Climb this for 

a few moves before traversing left to a tree. 

4) 37m.  4a.  Gain the rock ledge on the right and move right again to the foot of a 

buttress. Climb a steep corner on the right until it is possible to move onto the face.  

Climb this to easier ground and scramble up vegetation to the top.   

Suitable belay anchor to be confirmed!! 

 

 

Bluebell Babylon -  VS 4b** 

78m, 4 pitches. 

 Start at the same place as Will o’the Wisp. 

1)  27m.  Climb Pitch 1 of Will-o'-the-Wisp then step left, past a small tree, to a 

stance under cracks in the short overhanging wall. 

2)  15m.  4b. Climb up the overhanging wall on good holds then take the delicate 

slab above to a ledge.  From the ledge climb direct and go delicately left into a cramped 

corner. Possible thread belay. (if not link with p3) 

3)  18m.  4b. Move onto the left edge of the corner and climb up to a ledge on a 

steeper section of the wall. Gain the ledge by an awkward move and then climb 

diagonally left. Move up to a sloping ledge and traverse right along it to a groove. Climb the groove to a stance. 

4)  18m.  Above is the final tower. Climb the groove above until a heathery escape left onto the tower can be made. Go up over large blocks to the top. 
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Will o’the Wisp - HVD***  

95m, 6 pitches 

This is a popular route due to its inclusion in Ken Wilson’s Classic Rock book.  A rising traverse left across the buttress.  Start at the middle of the buttress at a break in 

the vegetation. The pitches are optional and many are done together, i.e. 1-2 and 3-4. 

1) 25m.  Follow the initial weakness towards a small tree and a large block.  After the block, climb a rightward-slanting slab to a short wall and take this to a good 

stance to the right. 

2) 8m.  Climb an obvious crack above to a bulge, and then traverse up a ramp to an obvious ledge where a nut-slot belay can be taken. Just above you there should 

be a small square block of stone protruding from the cliff face. 

3) 15m.  Follow the ledge leftwards around a bulge in the rock-face, passing a small spike to gain a short ramp. Go up this with little difficulty and move delicately 

across a slab to an obvious crack. Climb the crack to the next ledge and set up a belay. 

4) 17m.  Walk along the ledge and step over a gap to a stance under a small overhang. Carry on traversing left along the gradually slanting rock-face which has 

some good holds. Finally climb up to a ledge close to the arête under an overhanging wall. 

5) 8m.  Move to the arête and feel around the corner for the jug in a very exposed position. Climb on good holds to a large ledge and a tree to belay from. 

6) 18m. The last pitch is a series of large square blocks. Climb up the blocks at first rightwards then leftwards towards a small tree in a crack. Finish by climbing the 

crack.  A nut slot on the right and a thread on the left for anchors. 
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A Touch of Class - VDiff*   

78m, 7 pitches. 

Exhilarating climbing in its upper section.   

1) As pitch 1 of Will o’the Wisp. 

2) As pitch 2 of Will o‘the Wisp. 

3) 5m.  Move right and go up to a small tree (flake belay). 

4) 14m.  From the end of the ledge, right of the belay, climb the wall above for 2.5 

meters until a slightly rising traverse to the left can be made to a big spike.  Swing 

left round the spike and climb up to a large heather terrace.  Nut belay below a 

broken grove. 

5) 12m.  Climb the groove to gain a left-trending ramp, which is followed to a belay 

under a big corner. 

6) 17m.  Climb the corner for 2 meters to gain ledges.  Move right along these until a 

move can be made up a wall to gain a higher traverse-line, which leads right to a 

huge block in a corner. Make a move round the base of this to a stance with a 

chockstone belay.  

7) 30m.  Climb the steep corner above a spike for 2 meters and step right to a slab. 

Traverse the slab to a ramp on the right; then follow the ramp to the arête. Finish 

up the arête. 

Suitable belay anchors to be confirmed!! 

 

Not sure which line is the route as yet!  Pink or yellow! 
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NNE Towers 

This comprises of two towers which sit below the Sawdl y Craig buttress and just above the massive boulder field. The left one with its prominent overhang has some 

routes in the E3-E5 range so it won’t be included in this guide.  The right one is easier to get to and has the Stone Shelter at 

its base.   This buttress and its routes could be used as a warm up for climbing the routes on Craig Llywelyn or after climbing 

the easier routes on Esgair Felen Isaf you might 

want to try these harder ones.  From the car park 

it’s roughly 30 mins. 

 

Ascent/descent from the tower is by Fletcher Gully 

to the left of the Stone Shelter.   

 

 

 

 

 

Colour Name Grade Notes 

Yellow South Face Crack HS 4b Belay anchor! 

Green Bundu VS 4b Some Cleaning red’d.  Belay anchor! 

Red Wig Walk VS 4c Some Cleaning red’d.  Belay anchor! 

 

South Face Crack – HS 4b (Yellow) 

21m 

Start 3 meters left from the Stone Shelter at a small sapling, climb the crack and then the LH 

edge to a ledge.  The final wall is climbed direct, just left of centre to the highest point of the 

tower.   

 

 

 

Stone Shelter 

South Face Crack 
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The next two routes may be climbable with just a little work.  

 

Bundu – VS 4b (Green) 

25m 

Start at the Chimney 3m right of the Stone Shelter (on the North face).  Climb the chimney or the face 

on the left, to a large ledge at 8m.  Take the groove and turn the overhang on its right, traverse 

delicately right around the arête then straight up to finish, or follow arête to top. 

Suitable belay anchor to be confirmed!! 

 

 

 

Wig Walk – VS 4c  (VS 5a?) (Red) 

21m 

Start 3m right of Bundu. Climb the overhang by jamming and gain a small ledge by a difficult 

mantleshelf. Ascend straight up to gain a second ledge, step left to join the last section of Bundu.  

Suitable belay anchor to be confirmed!! 

 

At present the only viable belay anchor is the use the big boulder way back, but this would only have 

the correct angle to protect the belayer and second climbing up South Face Crack and not for the other 

two routes.  A plan is to install fixed protection on the pinnacle so that a safe belay is provided for all 

the routes.  

 

 

  

North East Face  
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Craig Llywelyn 

This buttress provides the longest and the best VS at Cywarch.  It has a distinct rib and groove structure.  The outstanding feature of this buttress is a 120m rib going 

the full height, this is Acheron; and Doom takes the big curving groove to its right.  

 

Descent:   Is to the left looking out down the steep ramp known as Llwbyr Llywelyn. 
 

Acheron - HVS 5a** (Blue) 

150m, 6 pitches. 

This route meanders its way up the huge raged arête on the left-hand side of the buttress. 

Route finding can be complex and the climbing is varied. The rock on the whole is very good 

and after the initial section of the first pitch, the amount of vegetation does not impose on 

the climbing too much. 

1) 4c, 34m. Starting just left of the main corner, climb rock and vegetation to a bulge 

that guards access to a slab. Make a hard move up onto the slab and follow its left side to a 

belay ledge beneath a left-leaning corner/groove.  Or climb part way up P1 of Doom then 

traverse across. 

2) 4c, 26m. Climb to and up the corner/groove to where it steepens and then traverse 

right across the wall to a rib and climb this to a grassy ledge. Continue traversing rightwards 

to a belay in a quartz corner. 

3) 4c, 20m. Climb leftwards across a slab to a ledge on the arête. Climb a short but 

steep groove on the other side of the arête and then head left and down to ledges under a 

corner-crack. 

4) 4c, 18m. Climb the corner, taking care with the rock and traverse right to the arête. 

Continue to a belay below a flared chimney/groove. 

5) 5a, 30m. Climb the excellent chimney groove and rib to its right before heading 

rightwards up vegetation to a large tree below bulging rock.  You can finish here and abseil  

using 60m halves from the tree, its about 50m to P2 then another 30m ab to the ground. 

6) 4b, 20m. Pull steeply onto the wall above the right-hand end of the bulging rock and 

climb a short way on rock before grass and heather lead up to belays in boulders.  
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Doom - VS 4c*** (Yellow) 

120m, 4 pitches. 

This is a brilliant line that is incredibly sustained and at the top of the VS grade. The climbing links two huge corner systems to the right of the rib of Acheron. 

Although appearances would suggest otherwise the amount of vegetation in view does not really get in the way of the climbing. 

1) 4c, 36m. Climb the corner until it steepens and curves left.  Move up and right to a large ledge with a flake and nut belay. 

2) 4c, 28m. Move right and climb a rib to more open ground. Sustained climbing slightly left and then right gains a position below an overhang in the corner. Make 

an awkward pull over the overhang and climb the corner a few metres to a small block and good nut belays. 

3) 4c, 36m. Move up the corner for a couple of metres and step left to a niche on the slab. Follow the excellent crack up the slab and go left to a spike on the arête. 

Continue up the corner above until it becomes choked with grass and from a good nut make a difficult step left across the slab to easier ground. Climb direct up 

the slab and then grass to a big tree below bulging rock.   You can finish here and abseil  using 60m halves from the tree, its about 50m to P2 of Acheron then 

another 30m ab to the ground. 

4) 4b, 20m. As for pitch 6 of Acheron. 

 

Descent is to the left facing out down the step path known as Llwybr Llywelyn.  This is an adventure in itself!! 
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Bouldering Section 

 

Access to the boulders is as for the crags, after crossing the stile the boulders are off to the right. 10 mins from car park. 

 

Bryn Hafod Boulders 

 

1. Near Side Wall 

 

2. Big Wall 

 

3. Far Side Wall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some problems are numbered at present but will be given names.   
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Near Side Wall 
The wall nearest to the main path to the crag. 

 

1) 4a    V0(4a).  (Blue) 

Start at crimps, direct line to sloping top out.  

 

2) 4b    V0+(4b).  (green) 

Start in pockets and small feet. Direct to top.  

 
 

 

 

 
Big Wall 
The tallest wall which faces the farm track to Bryn Hafod 

 
1) Heather Arete  V0-   

2) Yellow Crack Left V0  

3) Yellow Crack Right V0+  

4) ?                                 V1  Line between the two cracks, top out on ledge. 

5) Ramp n Face,   V0 

6) ?   V3  Start on jugs, match to crimpy rail. 

7) ?   V2  Directly up face left of crack avoiding ledge. 

Highball with less than ideal landing. 

8) Ramp on the Right V0 

9) Arete on the Right V0-  

New pic  req’ 
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Far Side Wall 
A broken low wall to the right of Big Wall. 

 

1) ?    V3 (6a). 

Sit start on arête; avoid using wall to right, mantle finish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2) ?   V3+ (6a+)  

Start on small spikes, traverse under bulge. Mantle up and finish on slab. 

 

3) Step n Slab   V0-  

Use incut for foot to start. Then step left onto slap and up just left of heather.  
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Other Routes considered for cleaning: 
Route Name Grade Buttress Remarks 

Recuperation VD Esgair Felen Isaf Will need a better top belay point. Before cleaning can be done 

Pear Tree Blues VS 4c Tap y Craig  

Lethe Diff Sawdl y Graig The next closest buttress but access to routes will need a lot of work. 

AGM VDiff Sawdl y Graig 

Styx VS Sawdl y Graig 

Stygian Wall VS** Sawdl y Graig 

Buzzards Balcony S  Tap y Gigfran South This buttress has a very long walk in and access to and descent from will 
need a lot of work, so it may not be worth the effort! 
 

Beggers Banquet HVS 5b Tap y Gigfran South 

Dream Racer E2 5c** Tap y Gigfran South 

The Grafter E3 6a Tap y Gigfran South 

The Gem HS 4b*** Tap y Gigfran East As above 
 Jack o’ Diamonds HVD * Tap y Gigfran East 

Sifta S Tap y Gigfran East 

Cerebos S Tap y Gigfran East 

Square Gully M Tap y Gigfran East 

Square Chimey VDiff Tap y Gigfran East 

China Shop VS 4b Tap Mawr 1st pitch looks good couldn’t see 2nd pitch or descent to left.  Atm the 
right hand descent looks horrendous!  Possible Abseils from trees or 
boulders!! 

Flanker VDiff Tap Mawr 

Shade of Pale E1 5b** Esgair Felen Access to top of buttress to abseil down requires a lot of work. 

The Mekon S Esgair Felen 

Keel Haul E2 5b Ffenestr y Graig Not checked access (Llwbyr Llywelyn) or descent across the top. 

The Whisper HVS 5a Ffenestr y Graig 

Plankwalk HVS 5b Ffenestr y Graig 
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Routes Index 

Acheron, 17 
Bluebell Babylon, 12 
Bundu, 16 
Doom, 18 
First Anniversary, 5 
Mud slide Slim, 11 
Oread, 12 
Reconnection, 7 
Restoration, 6 
Retwink, 7 

Scrouge, 9 
Short Cicuit, 9 
South Face Crack, 15 
Sweet Baby James, 11 
The Graveyard, 9 
The Overlap, 10 
Twink, 6 
Twinker, 7 
Wig Walk, 16 
Will o’the Wisp, 13 

 

First accents 

Notes. Name Date Who by 
A Touch of Class 4/2/1978 JA Sumner, IR Tapley, G Sumner 
Acheron 26/5/1956 AJJ Moulam, RE Lambe 
Bluebell Babylon 27/5/1956 AJJ Moulam, RE Lambe 
Bundu Aug 1958 G Wilding, GA Martin 
Doom 3/11/1968 J A Sumner, A Gillis 
First Anniversary 2/4/1956 RE Lambe, Mrs RE Lambe 
Mud Slide Slim 2/1/1972 GR Henus, R Cully, D Brown 
Oread 26/9/1953 E Marshall, KA Wright, B Simpson 
Restoration 25/5/1968 JG Wilding, PJ George 
Scourge 24/5/1969 G Kirkham, T Thorndyke  
Short Circuit 17/5/1982 JA Sumner, RF Short 
South Face Crack 8/8/1956 BC Roach, W Owen 
Sweet Baby James 9/5/1976 JA Sumner, DG Armstrong 
The Graveyard 27/4/1975 JA Sumner, RF Short 
The Overlap 1/5/1971 JA Sumner,  T Thorndyke, R Cully 
Twink <1963 ? 
Wig Walk Aug 1958 G Wilding, GA Martin 
Will o’ the Wisp 4/4/1972 JA Sumner, JP Hendrickson 
   


